ABSTRACT. Using the 'spectral' order relations < and -K introduced by
Introduction.
Denote by MÍX, p) the set of all extended real-valued measurable functions on a measure space (X, A, p). Let / e M(X, p), g e M(X , p ), where píX) = p'ÍX'). Then / and g are said to be equimeasurable where Df: R -» R is defined by Dfis) = pix e X: fix) > s\, s e R.
In what follows, we shall denote the Lebesgue measure on R by ttz.
If /, g e MiX, p) U MiX', p') and /+, g+ e L '(X, p) U L '(X\ p), where piX) = p'ÍX') = a < oo , then we write /-« g whenever f ' 8.dm < f ' 8 dm, te [0, a],
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If a = piX) = p (X ) is infinite, then the 'spectral' order relations■<and -« are defined for nonnegative integrable functions /, g £ L (X, p) \j l'(X', p)
analogously (we refer to [1, p. 53] for an explanation of our adoption of the terminology 'spectral' order relations for -«and -< ).
Using a proof similar to that given in [5, The following theorem characterizes uniform integrability in terms of decreasing rearrangements.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose (X, A, p) is a finite measure space with piX) = a.
Then a collection C C L (X, p) is uniformly integrable if and only if the limit lim L 8\,\ dm = 0 is uniform in f £ _.
Moreover, if C is uniformly integrable then 8\ .As) is uniformly bounded in f £ C. for each s satisfying 0 < s < a.
Proof. It is clear that £ is uniformly integrable iff the collection {8\A:
/ e C¡ is uniformly integrable since fui .1/1^= fi. iS\Adm tot all t £ R J{\f\>t] '" P Ji^xi |/| Next we claim that pi|/| > t\ can be made uniformly small as t -» 00. To this end, we first note that the integrals f\f\dp foi f e (_ are uniformly bounded since J1/1 *> = f" S\/\ dm = io 8\f\ dm + f" S\f\ dm < io S\f\ dm + ia-s)8lf{is)
which is uniformly bounded in / e C by virtue of the given condition and the preceding paragraph. Now p.}|/| > t\ < t~ f\\A>l\\f\ dp<t~ /|/| dp which can therefore be made uniformly small in / e C as t -» oc.
Finally, given any < > 0, there exists an s > 0 such that /q^I/I dm < e for all / e C. But there then exists a positive T such that pi|/| > t\ < s fot all f e C and all t > T. Hence we have tot all f e C and for all / > T, showing that C is uniformly integrable.
The following theorem gives a new proof of a well-known result given in [8, which we call C, and which is defined to be the set ig:
for some / e L ix', p') where p.(X) = p'ÍX')< «. As we shall see in the next section, the sets C., where / £ L (X , p) fot some nonatomic finite measure p , Hence C. is a &ÍL , Leo)-compact convex set.
Proof. Assume that / does not vanish almost everywhere, otherwise there is nothing to prove, for then C. = j0¡ since 0 < g <(-< / = 0 implies g = 0 a.e.
The fact that v., is convex is easy (cf. Theorem (4.
To prove that C. is c(L , L°°)-closed, we need only prove that it is Lclosed since L. is convex and L is a convex space. It is also easy to see that C. is L -closed (cf. Theorem (4.3)(xxiv) in [ll).
It remains to prove that (-, is uniformly integrable. This follows easily from Theorem (2.1) since 0< /qSi i dm < Jsn8,dm fot all g € c, and the last integral tends to 0 as s tends to 0 by the absolute continuity of the integral of an integrable function, i.e. 8.. Corollary 3.2 (J. V. Ryff). Let (X, A, p) and ÍX', A', p') be finite measure spaces with pix) = p'ÍX'). ¡f f e LlÍX', p'), then the set Qf = ¡g: g e LlÍX, p), g -< /! is convex and aÍL , L°°)-compact.
Proof. We need only prove that Q, is a convex and o~ÍL , L°°)-closed subset of C|,|, since C|.i is aÍL , L°°)-compact.
The convexity of Q, and the °"(L , L°°)-closedness of Q, follow as in [7, Theorem 15.3 J. It is not hard to see that the set (_, is well defined for integrable functions defined on infinite measure spaces, and that, in general, C. is aÍL , L )-compact and convex. SUpl/x \ê\dp:geK\<<x, 3uPjJx (lgl -u)*dp:g eKj -♦ 0 asa Gis) = sup J * Si i dm<us + sup Jx (|g| -u)*dp. sup{ ¡\g\ dp: g £ ft} < oo and sup!/x(|g|-a) dp'-g £ H| -» 0 as u tends to ».
Since ig -u) < i\g\ -u) and (g~ -u) < (|g| -u) , we also have supl/x(g -u) dp: g £ ft| -» 0 as well as sup!/x(g~ -ufdp: g £ M¡-»0 as u -► °o.
As before, we let, for all u £ R, s £ [O, ai, (*) Gis) = sup j 8 dm < us + sup fv (g -uf dp.
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Now if u > 0, then /x(g -u)*dp = /x(g+-ufdp, If a < 0, then Jx (g-") dp= jx {ig-u)+ + u]dp-ua = Jx [g+-g"A(-a)]rf/i-ua = Jx [g+-g"A(-a)]a'zi+ jxgdp-ua= jxig~ + u)*dp + a-ua.
Hence (*) implies
Ius + sup I ig -u) dp if u > 0 g£Jt a(s -a) + a + sup (g~ + u) dp it u < 0. Let H be a family of integrable functions defined on (X, A, ft). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) H is uniformly integrable.
(ii) supij]g| dp: g £ H} < « a72a" sup{/(|g|-u) dp: g £ X] -» 0 as u -» oo. (iii)' There exists a function f e LliX', p') such that K C Ö, = jg e L\x, p):
g<fi Proof. We need only prove that (i) implies (ii), for the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is proven in Lemma (4.1), and the implication (iii) =» (i) is contained in Theorem (3.1).
To prove (i) =^ (ii), we first note that Sx \g\ df = /; S|g| dm < foS ¿>|g| dm + (a -s)S|g|(s)
for each s satisfying 0 < s < a. Thus it is immediate from Theorem (2.1) that supljx|g| dp: g e K\ < oo. Next, we observe that for all a > 0. Hence sup{/x(|g| -u) dp: g e K\ -» 0 as u tends to oo. and \g\ « /!. But, by Theorem (3.1), (-/ is L -closed, convex and uniformly integrable, the closed convex hull of K is therefore again contained in C, and so is also uniformly integrable.
5. An application of spectral orders to Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. In this section, we give an important application of the Hardy-LittlewoodPólya spectral order relations •< and -« to an extension of the classical Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. We show that, for integrable functions defined on a finite measure space, the theorem remains valid with the domination in the usual partial order sense (<) replaced by domination in the weak spectral
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use order sense (-«).
We also show that a converse of the theorem normally not achievable using the ordinary partial order < is feasible through the use of the weak spectral order «.
The following is an extension of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem in terms of the spectral orders -< and ■« . (c) There exists a function g £ L1ÍX>, p') such that f -< g, n £ TV, i.e., {fn: n£N]C Qg. id) f £ LHX, p) and fn -f in L1 as n -, oo.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem (4.2) and a well-known extension of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem given, for example, in [8, Theorem T21, p. 18].
The following theorem gives a partial extension of Theorem and so u> u1 and 72 > 72j imply /(|/"l -u) dp < /(|/| -Uy) dp < c. Clearly,
